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Abstract

Diverse geospatial data brings Geographic Information System plenty of various applications. One of the most critical issues of GIS
interoperability is to clarify the semantics of data. Thereafter users could get more exactly consistent results. To enable the automatic
change detection in data updating application, we propose an ontology-based mechanism to detect potential changed features (including
shape changed or object changed). Relationships of bridge ontology and overlap area of data are two major judgment factors in the criteria.
Four processing strategies for various types of data of different dimensionality (point, line and polygon) were concluded. Our approach aims
to not only facilitate to discover candidate features for updating among heterogeneous domain efficiently, but also demonstrate the value of
semantics interoperability in GIS-based applications.
Keywords: Bridge ontology, Semantics relationship, Data updating, Detection.
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Introduction

Geospatial data is one of the most important components in
GI (Geographic Information) application. As the technologies
of producing geospatial data have improved and each field
could always produce data to fit domain's application,
abundant of various geospatial data exist nowadays. To
conquer the heterogeneity of interoperability and achieve the
integration in semantic level, many studies use ontology to
present domain knowledge and enable the communication of
heterogeneous data between different domains [1]. Ontology
allows domain experts to formally present the semantics of
data [2]. With appropriate encoding language (e.g. OWL1), it
can be also readily implemented in a machine-readable
environment [3, 4]. After the semantics of data are clarified,
the precise and correctness of integration results could be
promised. For GI field, geospatial data (resources) should be
represented clearly and precisely before being involved in an
application. Users can then obtain reliable results and more
useful strategies to specific application.
The growth of geospatial data volume in recent years has been
extremely overwhelming. As time goes by, geospatial data
needs to be continuously updated to reflect the situation in
reality. Despite its importance, this process is nonetheless
both time and cost consuming. From the perspective of datareuse and semantic interoperability, we intend to propose an
automatic change detection mechanism using heterogeneous
resources of geospatial data in this paper.
According to previous studies, the most important step of
semantics interoperability is to establish communication
between different ontologies and make them consistent [5].
Commonly used approaches based on similarity algorithms
are ontology mapping, matching, alignment, bridge, and
merge, etc. [6-10]. Instead of changing or merging ontology,
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we reserve the original ontology, and then use the relationship
of bridge ontology to help to determine potential changed data
in our procedure. The bridge ontology means bridging the
semantics of two domains[10]. The development of such
relationships, however, largely depends on individual
application needs. Stoimenov et al. proposed four types of
relationships to present the relation of local ontology and local
and top-level ontology [11]. Uitermark et al. proposed
semantic relationships domain ontology and application
ontology, the relationships of object classes to integrate
topographic data sets [12, 13].
For change detection task, photogrammetry and remote
sensing are widely used to discover area of changes [14, 15].
The past discussions of changes in ontology mainly focused
on comparing the difference and similarity of different
versions [16-18]. About changed results recording, Kauppinen
presented seven kinds of change type and change ontology for
time series geospatial data in historic regions [19]. Therefore,
a complete automatically detection procedure for geospatial
data updating is need. In this paper, we propose an approach
to combine ontology and GIS technology to detect change
efficiently.
We argued that the change detection does not necessarily need
to use the same type of data, a dataset from another domain
may also prove to be useful for identifying possible changes.
Under such circumstances, we will be able to take full
advantages of the already abundant and continuously growing
georesource to meet our application demands. The basic idea
is to use new data from other domains (with their own
concepts) to update existing data based on ontology approach.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses
the methodology used for identifying the changes. Section 3
implements two use cases to demonstrate our approach.
Finally, we give our conclusions and future works in Section
4.
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Methodology

The major goals of this study are to detect potential changed
data in certain domain and generate processing strategies for
detected features. The comprehensive detection procedure
takes both semantic and geometric constraint into
consideration. From a semantic perspective, bridge ontology
is used to present the semantic relationship of two
heterogeneous data and those relations are capable of
identifying oncoming performed features. Meanwhile, the
geometric perspective considers the spatial dimensionalities
and evaluates the usage of every possible scenario. Three
kinds of dimensions of data will be discussed. Therefore,
semantics, dimensions, and measure accuracy are three crucial
factors in our methodology. In this research, the discussion
will be limited in determining if a feature changes or not. That
is, we will discuss about how a potential changed feature is
discovered, not for performing on changing the properties and
shape of features.
Fig. 1 illustrates the workflow of the proposed procedure. It
consists of two parts: Semantics part and Geospatial Data
Operation Part. Firstly, the concept of bridge ontology is
proposed to record the relationship between concepts of two
different domains. These recorded relationships serve to
clarify the semantics between individual domain of geospatial
data, so candidate data could have the semantic relationship
(that will be processed). Secondly, the selection of the
candidate data is determined by the geospatial data operation
part. As data update implies the situation at a particular
location changes over time, we overlay the target data (data
being updated) and source data (data being used for update
reference) and develop corresponding procedures according to
if features from two different datasets overlap with each other.
Figure 1: The workflow of proposed procedure.
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Preference of Choosing Target and Source
Domain to form Bridge Ontology

The success of bridge ontology largely depends on what
domains of ontology are selected. The preference of ontology
selection is listed below:
1. Concepts of different domains are conceptualized to present
the same reality and they may have the same or similar
meaning in individual domain (from concept perspective).
2. Geospatial data are related in conceptual level but they are
represented in different dimensions in data level.
Nevertheless, we also intend to obtain information from
them based on various dimensions operation (from data
dimension perspective).
3. Particular application needs exist between the two selected
domains, e.g. data updating, related-data search (from
application perspective)

2.2

Feature
intersect
Yes
Semantics
annotation

S.disjoint

Point is a kind of GIS data representation. An object based on
a coordinate reference system is abstracted in reality. In
practical, it is hard to fit two points measured from time to
time as measurement always brings out accuracy issue even
more difficult to fit two points for the same object in two
different measure systems. In order to raise the possibility of
intersection, the point object should generate buffer zone, and
then doing overlay testing. Once two features have
intersection, that means target data has high possibility to
change. The target data in non-overlaid features case caused
by measure accuracy is also likely to change, but it has
weaker connection than intersect case relatively. The measure
accuracy issue in non-overlaid features case will be discussed
in the future. In order to rapidly choose candidate features, we
exclude non-overlaid features. For intersecting features, all of
them will be considered as candidate data and marked
semantic relationship by semantics annotation procedure [20]
for later processing. Additional tests on semantic relationship
and buffer zone test are needed to evaluate the type of
possible changes. Different types of changes may need
different data update strategies. Finally, the system shows the
types of changes and prompt users to make data update
decisions in the future. The following further discuss the
preference of choosing target and source domain to form
bridge ontology, semantic relationships of concepts of bridge
ontology, feature types, the ratio of intersection, , and changed
types in more detail.

Semantic relationships of concepts of bridge
ontology

The semantic relationships between concepts of two selected
domains are recorded by bridge ontology. Since these
relationships are used to indicate how similar two concepts are,
they play a crucial role to determine what applications can be
developed between the two selected domains. Five
relationships are proposed to describe the concepts'
relationship, namely, equal, contained-by, contain, overlap,
and disjoint. Assume concept A denotes the target concept
and concept B represents the source concept, the meaning of
the above five relationships are defined as follows:
Semantically speaking, the relationship Equal implies concept
A has the same meaning as concept B even if they belong to
two different categories and have different naming. The
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relationship contained-by implies concept A is a special kind
of B, that is, concept B has wider range than A. Its inverse
relationship contain implies concept B is a special kind of
concept A. The relationship overlap implies concept A and B
share a common part, but each one has its own exclusive parts.
Finally, the relationship disjoint implies concept A and B are
totally different and has nothing in common. These five
relationships are mutual exclusiveness, meaning the situation
between two concepts can be only represented by one
relationship as long as the relationship is bridged from bottom
and the most detailed concept. To increase the certainly of
recorded relationships, the recording priority is suggested to
be equal > contained-by> contain > overlap > disjoint. For
instance, when concept A is equal to concept B and containedby concept C simultaneously, the former one (concept A is
equal to concept B) has a higher priority.
At this stage, the relationships between concepts are
established by human experts. Since the major focus of this
paper is the use of bridge ontology in data update applications,
how to analyse the difference of concepts and what comparing
algorithm is used are not included in this paper.

2.3

Feature Types

Spatial dimensionality is an important factor in data update
application because features of lower dimensionality cannot
really “update” features to higher dimensionality. Based on
the commonly used point-line-polygon structure, we
summarize 15 different scenarios from six primitive
combination of dimensionality (point vs. point, point vs. line,
point vs. polygon, line vs. line, line vs. polygon, and polygon
vs. polygon). For potential change detection, we use same
evaluating approach in point vs. line and line vs. point so they
could be viewed as only one primitive combination.
Identically, point vs. polygon/polygon vs. point and line vs.
polygon/ polygon vs. line follow the same principle as above.
Fig. 2 illustrates point vs. point, line vs. polygon, polygon vs.
polygon cases. The scenario of equal (e.g. I(a) and III(a)) will
occur in the same dimension. Most cases are overlap (e.g.
II(a), II(b), III(b), and III (c)) and disjoint(e.g. I(b), II(c), and
III(d)).
Figure 2: The operation types of different dimensions.
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In overlap case, they will directly be chosen as candidate
features. In disjoint case, the buffer zone will firstly be made
for point object and then go into the estimation procedure.
Others will not be processed until they find the intersecting
features.

2.4

The Ratio of Intersection

Winter [21] proposed how to measure the similarity for two
regular regions and he especially used ratios to represent
similarity and dissimilarity for varied situations. The
positional accuracy is an essential type of data quality of
geospatial data. To provide a reliable data update suggestion,
the influence of positional accuracy must be seriously
considered. Hence, we use buffer zone to deal with accuracy
problem, and then estimate the similarity by the ratio of
intersection. The buffer distances depend on operated data.
For instance, topographic maps' geometric accuracy is not
greater than 0.3mm, so the buffer distance of 1:5000 scale
map is 1.5 m for general use. After generating the buffer zone,
the ratio of intersection would be calculated. If the ratio R (R1
and R2) is smaller than threshold T, the target object could be
marked (detailed discussion of estimation is presented in
section 2.5). By our experiment, threshold value T is set 75%.
Equation (1) shows the ratio of intersection of two buffered
objects. The domain of values of R1 and R2 is [0, 1]. R1 is
suited in the same dimension object (before making buffer
zone), e.g. polygon vs. polygon. It means how much buffer
area of Max(A, B) is overlapped. Once the ratio is 1 that
means A equal to B in spatial. R2 is suited in different
dimension objects, e.g. line vs. polygon. R2 is the ratio of how
much buffer area of lower dimension object within a higher
dimension object. The ration of R2 is 1 that means an object A
is totally within object B. And A equal to B in spatial.

A B
Max( A, B )
, 0  R1 , R2  1
A B
R2 
LowerDimensionArea( A, B)
R1 

(1)
where A and B are the area of feature A and feature B, R1 and
R2 is the ratio of intersection with Max(A, B) and
LowerDimensionArea(A, B). LowerDimensionArea(A, B)
means the area of lower dimension between A and B.

2.5

Change Types

Combining semantics relationships, ratio of intersection and
threshold value, we conclude four change types: unchanged,
shape change, object change, and non-process. Unchanged
means that target feature keep shape and property as it is. No
more operation would be done. Shape change means the
feature intrinsically is the same as before but its shape is
changed. Object change is that the target feature is changed
intrinsically, so its shape and attributes should be updated. As
the semantic relationship of contain and overlap have complex
semantics, we would not deal with these two case. Therefore
we give the non-process type for them.
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Table 1: The change types.
R<Threshold (T)
Threshold (T)<=R

semantics
equal
disjoint
contained-by
contain
overlap

3

shape change (1)
object change (3)
shape change (1)
non-process(4)
non-process(4)

B3 is a road which is constructed and record in domain B. A2
use B3 data to determine if it is changed. As the processing
procedure shown in Fig. 5, A2 overlap B3, and their semantic
relationship is disjoint. So, it is easily to present that the
changed type is object change.

unchanged (2)
object change (3)
unchanged (2)
non-process(4)
non-process(4)

Figure 5: The procedure of object changed case study -new
road construction.

Implementation

Spatial data
overlap
A2
farm
(target)

To demonstrate the proposed detection approach, we
individually give two cases of shape change and object change
type in river course change and new road constructed of farm,
which is shown in section 3.1 and section 3.2.

3.1

Shape Change Case Study- River
Course Change (equal in semantics)

B1 is source data (new data) of river course from domain B,
and A1 is target data (ole data) of river course from domain A.
We would like to know if A1 is changeable by using B1 to
evaluate. Then, we use A1 to overlap B1. Because they are
overlap, they could be annotated equal in semantic
relationship that equal relationship is record in concept.
Following up we retrieve the semantic relationship of them.
Their semantic relationship is equal, and then put them into
the buffer test procedure. The buffer area is generated by each
feature's buffer distance which is decided by domain's
regulation (usually considered from data's accuracy). The
overlap area of buffer zone is less than the threshold T.
Therefore, A1 has high possibility that the range of A1 is
changed. The strategy of B1 for A1 is shape change. Fig. 3
illustrates the procedure of B1 operating with A1, both of
them are polygon. Fig. 4 is the polygon versus line case,
identically, the line feature (B2) generates the buffer zone and
then doing the buffer and threshold test. Finally, obtaining the
operation strategy is shape changed.
Figure 3: The procedure of shape change case study -river
course change (polygon vs. polygon).
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(target)
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Figure 4: The procedure of shape change case study -river
course change (polygon vs. line).
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Object Change Case Study- New Road
Construction (disjoint in semantics)

The second experiment is the semantic disjoint case. This kind
of situation is common in daily life that the original place has
new constructions or its content is altered. We show how a
new road is potential constructed on a farm by semantic
disjoint relationship detection in the following. Feature A2 is
a farm region (polygon) from domain A, and as time goes by,

Semantic
retrieval

B3
Road
(source)

A2
farm
(target)

Change Type

B3
Road
(source)

Object
change

A2 S.disjoint B3

The measurement accuracy issue of feature overlapping is not
included in this paper. Like the Fig. 6 diagrams that A2 and
B3 are separated in left figure, though B3 overlaps A2 in right
figure which is caused by measurement accuracy. In our
approach, it can not process the inconsistency but deal with
the semantic detection and give the strategy for final situation
of features.
Figure 6: The measurement accuracy case.
Original spatial
data topology
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farm
(target)
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Conclusions and Future Works

The importance of semantic interoperability has been well
recognized by GI community in recent years. How to resolve
the semantic heterogeneity of data from different domains is
especially interesting due to the integrated nature of GIS. In
this paper, we proposed an approach to use bridge ontology to
rapidly detect potential changed features by heterogeneous
sources of data. Five relationships in bridge ontology and four
change types for data of different dimensionality are
respectively developed. We especially focus on developing
procedures that can detect the potential changed data from the
semantics perspectives from highly related data. In the future,
we will continually refine the threshold value by different
dimensions, types of data, even their measurement approaches.
More works is going to be how to record the information of
checked data and utilize this mechanism to perform series
heterogeneous data operation.
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